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In New York, the nights may be getting a little colder lately, but it is not stopping art lovers
from coming out and appreciating new collections. It appears like even more than ever
that art consumers and spectators want to view painting, photographs and sculptures by
veteran and upcoming artists. This shows that an appreciation for beauty an expression
never goes out of style.

On the evening of December 3, 2013 Art In FLUX presented two Harlem artists, Andre
Woolery and Ruben Natal-San Miguel, in the lobby of Aloft on their dedicated art walls.
Aloft has a company-wide commitment to support the local artistic community by
devoting space to presenting art. Art In FLUX hopes to utilize the Aloft Harlem space to
present unique and compelling exhibits that create conversation and highlight the
dynamic contemporary art culture in Harlem.

This inaugural exhibit at Aloft is titled NOTHING IS COLORPROOF after a piece by
Andre Woolery of the same name. “Nothing is Colorproof” is a triptych of a gun shooting
a swirling rainbow of colors. “A gun represents both chaos and order. In the chaos of my
thoughts and ideas, color is the organizing order. It brings clarity to a vision. If my mind
were the weapon and my ideas were the bullets... then color would be the force
propelling it forward” states Andre.

Both Andre and Ruben reflect on culture, race, and gender through their own mediums -
paint & pushpins and photography, respectively. They each capture moments in time and
exploit the use of color and light to convey a sense of hope. Ruben chronicles Harlem by
photographing the people and the architecture that are the fabric of the community.

Andre paints iconic images hoping to open our eyes to a new set of possibilities. Together these two artists open a window on our society and
awaken our consciousness.

For more information on other Art In FLUX Harlem Pop-Up art galleries , visit their website. There is a whole slate of upcoming events for 2014 that
are sure to be exciting for all lovers of art and interesting creations.
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